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Introduction. If a geographer or a geologist, who has never 
seen any coral reefs, nevertheless has occasion to give some account 
of their origin, two courses are open to him. He may simply quote, 
without expressing his own opinion, the observations and opinions 
of those who have seen coral reefs; or he may attempt, after a more 
or less critical study of the reports of original observers, to form 
an opinion of his own. The first course is apparently easy to fol- 
low, but in this problem it would give little satisfaction because the 
opinions of the original observers are diverse and contradictory. 
The second course is not easy to follow but it is well worth attempt- 
ing. The chief difficulty about it is that there is no generally 
adopted, standardized method of scientific investigation, in accord 
with which various original observers of coral reefs have conducted 
their studies, and by comparison with which the sufficiency of their 
studies and the trustworthiness of their results can be measured. 
Each stay-at-home inquirer must therefore, before he can inde- 
pendently form an opinion regarding the more important current 
views on coral reefs, more or less consciously establish for himself 
a generalized method of investiga.tion, with which the investiga- 
tions published by others may be compared. In establishing such 
a method he must select its essential steps from various examples 
of approved studies previously accomplished; he must test its effi- 
ciency by applying it in problems of his own, and with inereasing 
experience he must revise and extend it; he should eventually 
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562 The Home Study of Coral Reefs 

arrange the successive steps of the generalized and well-reasoned 
method in such *order that it shall be of general application in 
problems of physical geology and physical geography. 

The generalized method of investigation outlined below has come 
to my own knowledge not as a method already formulated in the 
.tudy of logic, although it has long been familiar to logicians; but 
in the gradual way just indicated, and largely from the writings of 
Gilbert and of Chamberlin. It seems to be used by some students 
of earth science, but not by all; yet it would. appear to be essential 
in the solution of problems that involve the discovery of the past 
origin of the earth's present features. The method has repeatedly 
been helpful in guiding various studies of my own, and I have come 
to feel much confidence in its value. Hence it is with this gen- 
eralized method that it is now proposed, for my own satisfaction 
and for the information of those who are interested in the problem 
here considered, to compare several investigations of coral reefs, in 
order to see how far they meet the requirements of systematized 
procedure, and how far they may therefore be accepted as con- 
vincing to a stay-at-home inquirer, as well as to those who con- 
ducted them. 

This plan of discussion is more novel in appearance than in 
reality; for any home student, who does not merely accept theoreti- 
cal conclusions on the authority of traveled observers, must more 
or less consciously examine the methods by which the conclusions 
have been reached, and in so doing he must reject conclusions that 
are not reached by methods satisfactory to himself; but while he 
commonly announces, in his teaching or his writing, the acceptance 
or the rejection of the conclusions reached by others, his ideas as to 
the fundamental requirements of a thoroughly satisfactory method 
of investigation and of the degree of approach to such requirements 
made by the investigations that he has been studying are often 
passed over in silence. It is here proposed to state them explicitly. 

It is assumed that the home student, who has never seen any 
coral reefs, wishes not merely to know the present forms, dimensions 
.and appearance of these extraordinary structures, but also to under- 
stand their origin. It must therefore be recognized that observa- 
tion alone will not suffice to lead to the desired end, for the origin 
of coral reefs involves the action of unobservable processes during 
irrecoverable past time. However fully one may believe that cer- 
tain processes were in their time and place quite as truly facts as 
are any observable processes of to-day, it is evident that observation 
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alone will not discover them: they can be discovered only by seeing 
and thinking-by observing and theorizing. Hence the old adage: 
"G'o and see," should in studying problematic phenomena like 
coral reefs, be replaced with the newer adage: "See and think." 

Chief Steps of an Investigation. The chief steps to be taken in 
the attempt to decipher the past origin of an existing earth-feature 
may be outlined in the following order: observation, comparison, 
generalization, inquiry, invention, deduction, confrontation, re- 
vision, judgment; or, to state them somewhat more fully: the 
determination of visible, accessible, existing facts by direct ob- 
servation; the establishment of generalizations by the inductive 
comparison of similar facts; then, prompted by a spirit of wonder 
and inquiry regarding the seen facts and guided by previously 
acquired pertinent knowledge, the invention of as many provisional 
schemes, or "working hypotheses," as possible, each embodying an 
imaginary outline process, which, if mentally extended and traced 
through its imagined sequence of changes in past time, may lead to 
concepts that are the counterparts of the present facts, and thus 
constitute what is called their "explanation"; next, the deduction, 
consistently with established principles, of all the possible conse- 
quences from each outline scheme or working hypothesis, in the 
expectation that, while some of the consequences will be the counter- 
parts of the facts already observed, others may be the counterparts 
of facts still to be observed, the discovery of which may thus be 
intelligently directed; further, the confrontation of the various sets 
of consequences deduced from each hypothesis with the appropri- 
ate facts, in order to measure the closeness of their agreement; then 
the revision of the whole process, including the observational search 
for previously unseen facts, of which the possible existence is now 
suggested by the consequences deduced from the several working 
hypotheses, the strengthening of weak generalizations by larger 
induction, the invention if necessary of new hypotheses or the modi- 
fication of the previously invented hypotheses in any way that will 
enable any one of them better to account for the growing store of 
facts and generalizations, the pursuit of new deductions previously 
,overlooked but now demanded by new facts, and the renewed con- 
frontation of deduced consequences and observed facts; finally the 
impartial judgmnent of the sufficiency with which the consequences 
of the most successful hypothesis can account for the total collection 
of facts, and of the failure of the other hypotheses. 

Let it be recognized, however, that the order of making all these 
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steps during an actual investigation is usually very irregular, with 
many advances and returns and with many running leaps as well 
as slow paces. The order here given is simply a logical arrange- 
ment, adopted as an aid in systematic presentation after the in- 
vestigation is well advanced or completed. Be it further recog- 
nized that experimentation, which is so important an aid and sup- 
plement to seeing and thinking in many problems of physical 
science, is here intentionally omitted, because, in most problems of 
geology and geography, experiments have rather an illustrative 
than a demonstrative value. Finally, let no one expect that young 
students can, before their minds are disciplined, make the succes- 
sion of steps here outlined: that would be like expecting a baby to 
walk alone, before its bones are strengthened. A bright young 
student of eighteen or twenty may, to be sure, understand each step, 
as it is explained to him; but he will do well if, at twenty-three or 
twenty-five, he can make all the steps unaided: much training 
and some maturity are needed for the correct and independent 
prosecution of a thorough-going investigation through all its manv 
parts. It is my personal belief that a student's capacity to carry 
out a thorough investigation independently is not so well developed 
by the abstract study of forinal logic, in which the necessary mental 
processes are described and defined but not performed, as by the 
concrete study of scientific problems, in which the method of reach- 
ing results, and not chiefly the results reached, is explicitly set 
forth, with practical exercises in graded problems; in short, by 
what Gilbert has called "the inculcation of scientific method by 
example. " 

The Danger of Error. All the mental processes above named 
may involve error, from observation at the beginning to judgment 
at the end. The observation of facts may be inaccurate, either 
from carelessness or incompetence; and it may be misleading by the 
unwitting introduction of inferenee along with fact. For example, 
the terin delta ought not to be used in a purely observational 
record regarding a flat lowland at a river mouth, because delta im- 
plies not only such a certain kind of land form, but also the in- 
ferred action of unobservable past processes in producing it. It 
may be that the inference here implied is well grounded and that 
the explanatory term, delta, is fully justified; nevertheless it does 
not represent mere observation of visible facts. Indeed few scien- 
tific observers are so careful in this matter as was a distinguished 
Senator from Iowa, who on hearing a friend remark, "Those sheep 
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have been sheared lately," said: "Well, I should hardly care to 
assert so much as that, but they certainly do look as if they had 
been sheared on this side." 

Again, the comparison and generalization of groups of ap- 
parently similar facts may be premature or hasty or unwarranted, 
if the facts thus brought together are scanty, or are not really 
homologous; this would be the case if the valleys of the Cevennes 
were grouped with the glens of the Scottish Highlands, for the first 
have their tributary valleys entering the main valleys at accordant 
levels, while the second do not; or if the branching embayments of 
Devonshire and Cornwall were grouped with the fiords of Norway, 
for the branches of the embayments gradually increase in depth to 
the embayment axis, while the branches of the fiords do not. Fur- 
ther, the spirit of inquiry may be repressed, as if it should not be 
given liberty until all observational work is finished; and under 
this belief Darwin seems to have been censured by some other 
students of coral reefs, because he began to wonder about these 
curious forms and actually invented his theory of their origin 
while he was in South America, where he had been led "to reflect 
much on the effects of subsidence," before he had ever seen a true 
coral reef ! 

The invention of hypotheses may be badly grounded on an in- 
correct or an imperfect knowledge of pertinent principles, as when 
a shallow synclinal depression was suggested to account for the 
southwest course of the Severn, in ignorance of the retrogressive 
development of such rivers by hea.dward erosion along belts of 
weak structures; or an invented hypothesis may be wrongly con- 
structed on an inadmissible combination of proeesses, as when it is 
sought to explain the hanging lateral valleys of the Alps by the 
greater activity of normal erosion in the wide-open main valleys; 
or invention may sluggishly cease when only *one hypothesis has 
been invented, although evidently enough the first one may not be 
the true one, as when it was suggested that atolls were built on 
submerged crater ruins. The deduction of consequences may be 
illogical, as when it is inferred that the rivers of an uplifted and 
gently inclined peneplain will be new-formed and will take direc- 
tions consequent upon its inclination, whereas they will really per- 
sist in their former courses although revived to new activity; or 
incomplete, as when, in the discussion lof Alpine lakes, fifty years 
ago, the geogra.phers and geologists who opposed glacial erosion, 
did not perceive that lakes formed by the warping of normal val- 
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leys must have lateral embayments, and left the deduction of this 
essential and highly significant consequence of their theory to a 
clear-minded zoologist. Indeed, deduction and all the other re- 
maining processes may be unwisely omitted by an inventor who is 
so charmed with the apparent success of his first-formed outline of 
an hypothesis that he at once accepts it, without demanding 
that it shall do anything more than explain the facts that it was 
made to explain. The confrontation of deduced consequences with 
observed facts may be so unfairly forced as to bring about apparent 
agreements where none really exist. The revision of all the pre- 
ceding steps with the intention of making up omissions, correcting 
errors, and amending inventions, may be opposed by too rigid a 
habit of mind, or unduly hurried by an impatient desire to finish 
an investigation. Final judgment may be warped by prejudice or 
preference, or prematurely announced in the wish to settle upon a 
decision. The path of the investigator is beset with dangers! 

Safeguards against Errors. The danger of making errors in 
any of the steps here catalogued may be lessened by a recognition 
of their nature, by practice in correctly conducting the successive 
steps of an investigation, and by the conscious use of appropriate 
safeguards. Observation becomes more trustworthy if carefully 
made by a trained, keen-eyed observer, who consciously strives to 
exclude prepossession and inference from his examination of facts, 
and who scrupulously keeps his record of facts separate from his 
invention of explanations. Comparisons and generalizations will 
be properly formulated by an experienced and conscientious in- 
vestigator, who patiently assures himself of the essential similarity 
of the facts that he classes together, who prudently refrains from 
generalizing on too narrow a basis, and who impartially averages 
the values of common elements; it was a great merit in A. Agassiz' 
studies of coral reefs that he insisted on their many diversities, and 
demanded a large collection of facts before generalizing upon them. 
The spirit of inquiry ought never to be stifled, although its fancies 
ought to be carefully held apart from the observation and the 
generalization of facts. Darwin's spirit of inquiry and invention 
was ever active, for he wrote in regard to hypotheses: "I cannot 
resist forming one on every subject" (Life and Letters, Vol. I, 
p. 103). Perhaps his word, resist, as here used, reflects the objection 
to lively inquiry and fertile invention that is sometimes expressed by 
would-be cautious investigators; but they should read Playfair, 
who over a hundred years ago wrote: "It would, however, be to 
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argue strangely to say, that we must wait till these diseoveries are 
made before we begin any theoretical reasoning .Such 
conduct would not be caution, but timidity, and an excess of pru- 
dence fatal to all philosophical inquiry" (Illustrations of the 
Huttonian Theory, 1802, p. 524). 

Invention is peculiar in being largely an unconscious process 
that suddenly awakes, ejaculating "Eureka." Darwin said re- 
garding one of his problems: "I can remember the very spot in 
the road, whilst in my carriage, when to my joy the solution oc- 
curred to me" (Life and Letters, Vol. I, p. 84). But invention 
should not cease with its first product; it should be spurred on to 
produce several hypotheses, not merely because the first one may 
niot be right, but even more in order to prevent the growth of over- 
fondness for the first-born by insisting on a fair treatment for its 
younger sisters. It is evident that invention will be more success- 
ful in a mind that is well stored with previously acquired pertinent 
information, ingenious in arranging old knowledge in new combi- 
nations, and fertile in bringing forth many diverse possibilities. 
Deduction, unlike invention in being more largely a conscious 
process, is like it in depending to a great measure on wide acquaint- 
ance with pertinent principles, and on a logical capacity to work 
out sequences from the interaction of various processes under 
diverse conditions; it must be perseveringly pursued to the de- 
tailed definition of many peculiar consequences for every invented 
hypothesis, and the contrasted consequences of rival hypotheses 
should be searched out with especial care. The later part of Play- 
fair's paragraph, cited above, touches this case: "The truth, in- 
deed, is, that in physical inquiries, the work of theory and observa- 
tion must go hand in hand, and ought to be carried on at the same 
time, more especially if the matter is very complicated, for there 
the clue of theory is necessary to direct the observer." 

Confrontation of the sets of consequences deduced from rival 
hypotheses with the facts determined by observation must be de- 
liberate, unconstrained and searching, in order to select from 
among the various competing hypotheses that one of which the 
consequences are the best counterparts of the facts. Especial at- 
tention should be paid to examples of facts for which no matching 
consequences have been deduced, and to consequences for which no 
matching facts have been observed. R-evision cannot be properly 
performed without open-mindedness, and this mental quality should 
lead to the exclusion of such words as "grant," "admit," and " con- 
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cede" from such investigations as are here discussed as carefully 
as they are excluded from geometrical demonstration. Revision 
should moreover be applied to every stage of progress; observation 
should be resumed to see if the mates of deduced but unmatched 
consequences really do exist; comparison and generalization should 
be renewed whenever new facts are found; invented hypotheses 
miust be modified wherever modification will lead to more successful 
confrontation, and therefore every invented hypothesis should be 
conceived as an elastic, not as a rigid scheme; deduction must be 
repeated to see if the mates of observed but unmatched facts may 
be fairly found. Darwin wrote: "I have steadily endeavored to 
keep my mind free, so as to give up any hypothesis, however much 
beloved ... as soon as facts are shown to be opposed to it. 
Indeed I have had no choice but to act in this manner, for with the 
exception of the Coral Reefs, I cannot remember a single first- 
formed hypothesis, which had not after a time to be given up or 
greatly modified" (Life and Letters, Vol. I, pp. 103, 104). Judgment 
calls for fair-mindedness, with no shadow of preference or of spe- 
cial pleading; it demands also a practiced willingness to suspend 
decision in doubtful cases, and to reverse an early decision that is 
later found to be wrong. When Lyell learned Darwin's theory of 
coral reefs, he wrote to a friend: "I must give up my volcanic 
crater theory forever, though it cost me a pang at first, for it ac- 
counted for so much .all went so well with the notion of 
submerged, erateriform and conical volcanoes . ... Yet in spite 
of this the whole theory is knocked on the head, and the annular 
shape and central lagoon have nothing to do with volcanoes, nor 
even with a crateriform bottom" (Life of Sir Charles Lyell, Vol. 
II, p. 12). 

Indeed if proficiency in every part of the mental technique of 
scientific investigation is best gained by exercise of the appropriate 
mental faculties, it may be contended that, just as it is surely ad- 
visable for a teacher not to inform any of his students so fully that 
they have no chance to exercise the faculty and to experience the 
joy of inventing solutions for their problems, so it is almost worth 
while for a teacher to lead his more advanced students to accept 
for a time an erroneous theory, in order that they may later go 
through the profitable experience-even "though it cost a pang"- 
of being logically compelled to give it up when it is, as Lyell said, 
"knocked on the head"; for the probability is great that in their 
later life they will repeatedly have need to use the mental mobility 
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thus acquired. The maintenanee of a suspended judgment also 
requires practiee; the return to the unsettled state of mind that 
suspended judgment involves is not easy even for the best disci- 
plined investigator, especially if he has enjoyed for some time, 
perhaps for many years, the contentment of a settled conviction; 
but a striking example of such return is found in the change from 
a glowing commendation of Darwin's theory of coral reefs written 
by Sir A. Geikie in 1882 to an explicit uncertainty about it in 
1885. The commendation states that Darwin's explanation of 
coral reefs is "a theory which for simplicity and grandeur strikes 
every reader with astonishment. It is pleasant, after the lapse of 
many years, to recall the delight with which one first read the 
Coral Reefs, how one watched the facts being marshaled into their 
places, nothing being ignored or passed lightly over; and how, step 
by step, one was led to the grand conclusion of wide oceanic subsi- 
dence. No more admirable example of scientific method was ever 
given to the world" (Charles Darwin: Nature Series, 1882, p. 17). 
The subsequent uncertainty seems to have been occasioned by the 
announcement of alternative theories and reads as follows: "That 
the wide-spread oceanic subsidence demanded by Darwin's theory 
cannot be demonstrated by coral reefs must now, I think, be con- 
ceded" (Textbook of Geology, 1885, p. 454). The same competent 
critic wrote some years afterwards regarding the theory of subsi- 
dence: "It has been to myself and to many other geologists a 
matter of keen regret that this brilliant generalization of the great 
naturalist has been deprived of the wide application which for 
many years we attributed to it." (Charles Darwin as Geologist, 
1909, p. 36). 

The Nature of Proof. It may be fairly remarked that the suc- 
cessive steps of an investigation, with their attendant dangers and 
their reassuring safeguards as here outlined, are all familiar mat- 
ters, because they have been duly set forth in text-books on logic 
and elsewhere. They are indeed hardly more than truisms to in- 
vestigators who are fully familiar with them, and if all observers 
of coral reefs had been trained to full familiarity with them, there 
would be no need for a home-student to undertake a comparison of 
actual methods of investigation with a generalized method, such as 
is here proposed. But, singularly enough, many observers of coral 
reefs have not, if one may judge by their published articles, been 
familiar with the generalized method here set forth-or if they 
have, their work does not show it, for essential steps are omitted. 
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A stay-at-home inquirer must therefore often remain unsatisfied 
with their discussions; he can accept an observer's conclusions only 
if the observer's investigation is thoroughly carried through all the 
mental steps from observation at the beginning to proof at the end. 
What, then, is the nature of the proof which must be demanded 
before a conclusion should be regarded as demonstrated? 

Adverse judgment must be rendered against an hypothesis when 
its consequences are contradicted by the facts. Judgment must be 
suspended when an hypothesis does not account for all the facts, or 
when two or more hypotheses succeed equally well in accounting 
for them. Favorable judgment must be rendered when, the facts 
to be accounted for being numerous, wide-spread, varied and 
peculiar, the apparently successful hypothesis involves only well 
ascertained principles, when its deduced consequences are even 
more numerous and peculiar than the facts, when the first con- 
frontation of the consequences with the appropriate facts leads to 
repeated and striking agreements whereby the facts are seen to 
possess reasonable and orderly relations not noticed before, when 
continued observation and confrontation discovers new facts for 
which no matching consequences have been deduced but for which 
good matches are found when the invented hypothesis is properly 
modified or the deduction of consequences is carefully revised, when 
still further confrontation shows certain consequences for which 
no matching facts have been observed but for which good matches 
are found of their predicted kind and in their predicted place after 
observation, thus guided, is repeated; and when all these tests are 
successfully applied by many observers in various localities 
through a long period of time. The four chief lines of proofs of 
a theory may be briefly named: replacement of unmeaning dis- 
order by reasonable system, capacity to explain new facts, predic- 
tion of unnoticed facts, and survival after long-continued, wide- 
spread scrutiny. Each line of proof is good, but all ought to be 
successful, before a theory deserves full confidence. After all these 
requirements have been completely fulfilled the sane mind refuses 
to remain in doubt; it adopts the successful hypothesis, which thus 
takes the rank of an established theory, and even though the theory 
be only a figment of the imagination it is then regarded as supply- 
ing the true counterparts of the invisible realities inscrutably hid- 
den in underground structures or irrecoverably lost in past time. 

The Class of Readers here addressed. The explicit statement of 
all these truisms involves delay in reaching our main subject, and 
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indeed the impatient reader may regard so elaborate an introduc- 
tion as unnecessary and hasten on to the discussion of the theories 
of coral reefs, without stopping so long in preparing for the dis- 
cussion. Let it therefore be explained that the outline of this 
essay was prepared as an address to university audiences, and that 
on its delivery at Oxford and Cambridge Universities in November, 
1913, the introduction seemed as novel to the groups of British 
scientific students there gathered as it had previously seemed to 
audiences of American students at Harvard, Columbia, Ohio and 
Michigan Universities. The reason for this is probably to be found 
partly in the responsibility felt by teachers to give a large body of 
information to their students, so that little time is allowed for the 
presentation of the methods by which the information is reached; 
and partly in the difficulty of securing even from graduate students 
the closeness and the duration of mental attention neeessary for 
the real appreciation of scientific method. This essay is therefore 
addressed, not to university students in general, but to the more 
earnest students among them, as well as to scientific readers in 
general, who have the ambition to become critical as to the suffi- 
ciency of scientific investigations, who are interested in the origin 
of coral reefs as well as in many other problems, and who may 
wish to form, each for himself, a carefully systematized method of 
procedure. 

Facts of Observation and Facts of Inference. Although this 
essay is concerned largely with the existing features of coral reefs, 
it involves the consideration of past processes, and it is, to that 
extent, geological. Hence it must be noted that geological science 
is more largely made up of the imagined counterparts of invisible 
past realities than of observed present realities; indeed most geo- 
logists do not stop to distinguish between what may for them be 
called "facts of inference," and "facts of observation." As ex- 
amples of "facts of inference," regarding which discussion has 
ceased because it seems unprofitable, we may mention: the extension 
of strata through a hill between outcrops traced around the hill 
sides; the gradual deposition of sedimentary strata, part by part; the 
successive deposition of superposed strata; the lapse of unrecorded 
time at an unconformity; the organic origin of fossils; the move- 
ment of displacement on faults; the former fluidity of prehistoric 
lava flows; and so on through a long list. All of these inferences 
have been so abundantly tested that they are accepted as verities. 

A few lines may be allowed in order to recall the fundamental 
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assumptions upon which all such investigations as are here con- 
sidered must be based. Chief among these is the continuity of 
time and the persistence of the order of nature through the remote 
past. No conclusions regarding past processes are any safer than 
these unprovable assumptions; but the assump-tions and the con- 
clusions are so consistently confirmed by all facts of observation, 
that, in accordanee with the teachings of the school of philosophy 
lately called pragmatic, they are accepted as true; that is, the 
entire scheme of earth-science thus built up, when tried by many 
men in many places, by many tests at many times, is found to 
"work"; therefore the elements of the scheme are believed to be the 
counterparts of the invisible, past realities of the world. 

Facts Concerning Corat Reefs to be Accoutnted for. The facts 
of observation and the associated generalizations, which have to be 
accounted for by a theory of coral reefs, are chiefly: the distribu- 
tion of reefs-this important matter is summarized in an admirable 
series of recent charts, "Carteis des bancs et recifs de coraux," by 
Joubin (4 sheets, 1 :10,000,000, Paris, 1912); the surface forms 
and structures of those masses known as uplifted reefs, fringing 
reefs, barrier reefs, and atolls, and the relation in which the up- 
lifted, fringing and barrier reefs stand to the enclosed islands or 
to the neighboring mainland; the occurrence of living corals 
chiefly on the outer side of the reefs above depths of twenty or 
twenty-five fathoms; the shallow lagoons enclosed by barrier reefs 
and atolls and the nature of their bottom deposits. Among the 
"facts of inference" which will be here accepted without discussion 
are: the organic origin of the under-mass of coral reefs, the great 
thickness of which has been proved in a few cases by borings; the 
volcanic origin of the mountainous central islands within many 
fringing and ba-rrier reefs, regarding which an excellent though 
brief summary is given with abundant references to detailed 
articles, in P. Marshall's "Oceania" (being Part 5, Sect. 1, Vol. 7 
of Steinmann-Wilekens' Handbuch der regionalen Geologie, Heidel- 
berg, 1912); and the geologically modern occurrence of a "glacial 
period. " Pertinent items of related knowledge concerning the 
colonization of new voleanic islands or of uplifted shore lines by 
floating coral larva, the manner of growth of corals and of other 
organisms found on the reefs, in the lagoons, and in the sea around 
them, and the limiting depths and temperatures at which these 
organisms live; the formation of oolitic, calcareous deposits and 
the possible solution of such deposits by sea water; the effects of 
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winds, waves and currents on reefs; the characteristic changes of 
form produced by normal and by marine erosion of volcanic 
islands; the changes brought about by movements of elevation and 
subsidence, either in the sea itself or in the sea floor and the islands 
that rise from it; and the evolution of insular faunas and floras. 

Theories of Coral Reefs. The more important theories of coral 
reefs, arranged in order from the simplest to the most complicated, 
are listed below. For conciseness of statement, only oceanic reefs 
are here considered; explicit mention is seldom made of reefs on 
continental borders, for such cases may be treated as large islands. 

1. The formation of atolls on the rims of slightly submerged 
volcanic craters. 

2. The upbuilding of a still-standing submarine bank to a moder- 
ate depth, by non-coral organic deposits, and then to the surface 
by corals and associated organisms, thus forming an atoll, which 
may afterwards be enlarged by outward growth of the reef, on its 
own talus, while the lagoon is enlarged by solution. 

3. The establishment of a fringing reef around a pre-existent 
still-standing island, the conversion of the fringing reef into a 
barrier reef by growth on the outside and solution on the inside, 
and the conversion of the expanding barrier reef into an atoll by 
the wearing away of the central island. 

4. The abrasion of a bench by marine action on a still-standing, 
pre-existent island, and the establishment of a veneering barrier 
reef on the outer rim of the platform. 

5. The complete truncation of a pre-existent island by marine 
abrasion, and the establishment of a veneering atoll on its outer 
rim. 

6. Slow subsidence of a pre-existent island, and the gradual 
transformation of its fringing reef by slow upgrowth into a barrier 
reef around the diminished central island, and into an atoll over 
the vanished central island. 

7. The subaerial degradation or the marine abrasion of an up- 
lifted reef, or mass of marine limestone, to a platform close to or 
slightly below sea-level and the establishment of reef-building corals 
around the outer border of the platform, thus producing a barrier 
reef or an atoll, according as the uplifted mass had or had not a 
harder non-calcareous core. 

8. Abrasion of a platform on pre-existent, still-standing islands 
and reefs by the sea while it stood at a lower level during the 
glacial period, when much ocean water was withdrawn and stored 
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as ice on the lands, and when the corals of most reefs were killed 
by lower temperature; followed by upgrowth of barrier reefs and 
atolls on the border of the abraded platform during the opening of 
the milder post-glacial period and the restoration of the withdrawn 
water to the ocean. 

These theories will now be considered in order as above ar- 
ranged: 

1. Atolls Built on Submerged Volcanic Craters. It was long 
ago suggested that atolls were built up from the rims of submerged 
volcanic craters. This theory first came to be regarded as im- 
probable because it postulated the occurrence of many craters of 
unusual size. No other special consequences were deduced from 
it, as a means of testing its verity. When it was later learned that 
reef-building corals could not grow below moderate depths, the 
theory demanded the further postulate that numerous craters of 
unusual size should be built up nearly but not quite to the sea sur- 
face; and the theory then broke down because of the improbable 
conditions that it demanded. As a general explanation it was 
given up "with a pang" by Lyell; it was recognized by Darwin as 
possible in special cases; A. Agassiz found what he took to be 
actual examples of atolls thus formed in the Fiji group.' 

2. Atolls Formed by Upward Growth on Still-standing Banks.2 
The next simplest theory of coral reefs is that in which atolls are 
supposed to be built up from a submarine base or bank, such as a 
volcanic cone that rises part way to the sea surface from a still- 
standing ocean bed. As long as the bank does not reach near enough 
the surface for colonization by corals, it may be built up to the 
requisite shallowness by other organisms, after which the corals 
will build their reefs to the surface, and then enlarge the resulting 
atoll by outward growth on a foundation of their own talus, while 
the lagoon is enlarged by removal of the inner border of the reef 
by solution. Various observers have called attention to the action 
of the dominant winds and currents, in determining the pattern 
of an atoll by drifting the coral sand around from the windward 
face to the curved extremities of the reef; but as this action has 
effect on reefs of whatever origin, it need not be further considered 
here. 

This is evidently an easily conceivable theory, so far as its sev- 

1 The Islands and Coral Reefsof Fiji, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Harvard Coll., Vol. 33,1899, p. 40. 
2 Sir J. Murray: On the Structure and Origin of Coral Reefs and Islands, Proc. Roy. Soc. 

Edlinb., Vol. 9, 1880, pp. 505-518. 
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eral postulates are concerned, and its consequences, as far as they 
are announced, seem to be correctly deduced; but the main postu- 
late of the theory-a still-standing ocean bed-is shown to be im- 
probable by the occurrence of many islands bearing coral reefs at 
various unequal heights above present sea-level, for this proves 
that the ocean bed on which the islands stand has not remained 
fixed but has been unequally uplifted; and further by the occur- 
rence of many embayed islands, in which the embayments are so 
large as to demonstrate subsidence and not merely a change of sea- 
level during the glacial period, and this indicates that the ocean bed 
on which such islands stand has been depressed. Is it indeed not 
true that all islands, of which the geological history through Terti- 
ary and later time has been deciphered, show many changes of 
level? The island of Sumbava, studied by J. Elbert, is too near a 
continent to be taken as a type of an oceanic island, but it certainly 
seems to have suffered repeated movements of elevation and de- 
pression since Miocene time.3 

Furthermore, certain essential consequences of this theory as to 
the submarine structure of atolls have not been emphasized by its 
authors; for example, the moderate thickness of the central, hori- 
zontally bedded lagoon limestones, in so far as they are of shallow- 
water accumulation, and the great volume of peripheral talus de- 
posits with which the central beds should be surrounded in large, 
old atolls. Brief mention, or the mere implication of such con- 
sequences, was perhaps regarded as sufficient because they are so 
manifest, or perhaps because the corresponding facts are inacces- 
sible; yet the consequences are of importance in preparation for 
the study of uplifted coral islands. In the absence of detailed in- 
formation regarding the structure of such islands-information 
that may be difficult to secure because of the alteration of their 
limestones by re-solution and crystallization, as well as by reason of 
insufficient dissection by valleys and of excessive obscuration by 
stalactitic deposits and by vegetation as Andrews found to be the 
case in the Fiji Islands4-there is no independent confirmatory evi- 
dence to show that this theory provides the counterparts of the 
facts. 

There is one element of the theory which appears to be contra- 
dicted by the facts; namely, the origin of the lagoons of atolls by 

3Die Sunda Expedition, Vol. 2, 1912, pp. 132-174. 
4 E. C. Andrews: Notes on . . . the. Fiji Islands, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard Coll., 

Vol. 88, 1900, p. 12. 
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solution of the earlier formed, inner rings of reefs. The inner 
edges of certain atoll-reefs appear to be suffering solution; but the 
lagoon bottoms do not show either the ragged forms that solution 
should produce, or deposits of insoluble residues that should re- 
main after solution; the best studied lagoons appear to be receiving 
new organic deposits. Observations made at Funafuti are especi- 
ally significant on this point: a great part of the lagoon bottom 
there is "covered with a dense growth of a green calcareous alga," 
which "forms a living carpet"; "this mass of vegetable matting 
has a remarkable resemblance to a peat bog. The upper surface is 
green and living, but below the mass is dead and decaying."5 

The important share that bacteria may take in causing the pre- 
cipitation of calcic carbonate from solution in sea water and the 
large volume of o6litic limestone that is formed from the resulting 
calcareous mud have been emphasized by recent observers, especially 
by Vaughan, whose recent studies, based on chemical analyses of 
the sea water in reef lagoons, disprove the origin of lagoons by 
solution.6 

One of the most important postulates of this theory is that a 
deep, still-standing bank may be built up to small depth by non- 
coral organic deposits, either living there or falling in an "organic 
rain " from near the sea surface; and this is of particular interest, 
as having been shown to be possible some forty years after Darwin 
announced his theory of subsidence. That submarine banks actu- 
ally are built up in this way is thought to be proved by certain 
dredgings, as in the Seine and the Dacia Bank in the Atlantic off 
the coast of Morocco, and elsewhere ;7 but the proof does not seem 
to hold: the mere occurrence of non-coral, organic deposits on such 
a bank does not demonstrate it to be still-standing; it may be sub- 
siding faster than it is built up. Independent evidence, showing 
that this possible explanation is a true and actual explanation, is 
wanting and must long remain wanting, because the facts that 
might provide such evidence are inaccessible. If borings should 
show that certain atolls have a thickness of only twenty fathoms of 
coral and lagoon limestone, formed in greater or less part of corals 

5 The Atoll of Funafuti, Royal Society, London, 1904, pp. 177, 180. 
6 T. W. Vaughan: . . . On the Formation of the Floridian and Bahaman Olites, Journ. 

IVash. Acad. Sci, Vol. 3, 1913, pp. 302-304; and, Sketch of the Geologic History of the Florida 
Coral Reef Tract, ibid., Vol. 4, 1914, pp. 26-34; see p. 27. 

7 J. Y. Buchanan: On Oceanic Shoals Discovered by the SS. "Dacia," Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb., 
Vol. 13, 18S5, pp. 423-443. 

Sir J. Murray: Balfour Shoal, a Submarine Elevation in the Coral Sea, Scott. Geogr. Mag., 
Vol. 13, 1897, pp. 120-134. 
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in place around the margin and of lagoon muds in the oenter, be- 
neath which a volcanic foundation, or an organic cap on a volcanic 
foundation, were penetrated-or if similar structures were found 
in uplifted and dissected atolls-the theory would receive strong 
support; but until then, it affords only a permissible, not a com- 
pulsory explanation of atolls. If the horizontally bedded coral- 
iferous "cover" of an atoll were found to be thicker than twenty 
or twenty-five fathoms, and if cross-bedded beach or dune sands, 
and layers of guano, were found beneath the surface, subsidence 
would be indicated. These are matters for future study. The 
present capital fact that independent evidence of subsidence is 
found in many neighboring barrier-reef islands makes the origin 
of atolls on still-standing foundations improbable, to say the least. 

This theory therefore stands in an uneertain position-possibly 
true but not probably true, and not shown to be actually true in a 
single case. The leading facts which the theory seeks to explain are 
well generalized; the theory is ingeniously contrived so as to com- 
bine various reasonable processes; but its main postulate of a still- 
standing bank is improbable, in view of the abundant evidence of 
elevation or of depression, or of both, in oceanic islands where such 
evidence is visible; the consequences as to reef-structure cannot be 
tested because the corresponding facts are invisible. Judgment 
must therefore be suspended. 

(To be continued) 
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